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Short Description

Lian Li does it again making a great classic case even better! The new PC-7 PLUS II features front and rear
120mm fans and new front USB 2.0 , firewire and audio ports. It even has an opening to add an 80mm top
blowhole fan.

Description

Product Details:
*** This is a new Custom Water Cooled Case we have designed that has a completely internal system and provides fantastic
cooling. In order to let people customize their case to their liking, the price listed for this product is ONLY for the Lian Li PC-7 PLUS
case (in black or Silver), one 120mm Black Ice GTS120 radiator, a front 140mm Aerocool Streamliner 140mm silent fan, a Cape
Corp AGB2 reservoir, an Alphacool Laing DDC pump 12V Pro, Swiftech Apogee GT CPU Block, Tygon 1/2" tubing, hose clamps, and
complete installation of those parts. All other options for pump, blocks, handles, casters, PSU, etc. can be chosen from the list
below. The photos show an optional secondary radiator mounted to a rear 120mm Aerocool Extreme Turbine fan as well as a
Swiftech MCW-60 water block. ***

Lian Li does it again making a great classic case even better! The new PC-7 PLUS II features front and rear 120mm fans and new
front USB 2.0 , firewire and audio ports. It even has an opening to add an 80mm top blowhole fan.

Aluminum Computer cases are quickly turning into a requirement for overclockers. Unlike steel cases, aluminum cases were
designed for overclocking and DIY applications. While aluminum cases are typically more expensive than steel cases, their added
utility and extra features make them a better purchase. And, unlike other computer components, aluminum cases do not get
obsolete over time. Quite to the contrary, aluminum cases remain a valuable investment throughout the years.

Lian Li cases are an excellent combination of value and utility. The cases are also extremely well ventilated, and include a 120mm
fan up front and and one 120mm fan in the back. The case is easily accessed through large, stainless steel thumbscrews on the
doors and motherboard tray.
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But the benefits are not purely on the outside. The case has a Pentium 4 and ATX compatible motherboard tray. In addition, the
inside of the case has thumbscrews on the slot covers and on the removable hard drive racks. There is also protective plastic
edging on all case surfaces allowing you to work inside your case without fear of getting cut.

The PC-7 Plus II can optionally have added a Lian Li Windowed side panel. One of the best bang for the buck aluminum windowed
cases out there!

A power supply is not included. To purchase a power supply please select from the list below. You can also make this case
uniquely yours by using our custom case modification services. Just scroll to the bottom and choose from a variety of options.

If top 120mm blowhole is selected, Modular power supplies will not fit.  Please ensure yiour power supply is shorter than 15cm
long for compatibility.

Specifications

Specifications:

Size: 490(L) x 210(W) x 450(H)mm
All aluminum case material. Color: Silver or Black
(2) 120mm fans: Front (cleanable fan filter) and Rear
1 top 80mm fan cutout (fan not included)
Total 9 device bays: 4 x 5.25" bays, 5 x 3.5" (3 hidden)
Front Panel feature: Green Power LED, Amber HD LED
Front ports: (2) USB, (1) firewire port. Mic, Headphone plug
Removable power supply bay
NO Slide-out motherboard panel
Removable 3.5" bays for easy installation
Assembly can be done by using the least tools and changeable front panel.
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Additional Information

Brand Lian-Li

SKU PC-7-WCE

Weight 32.0000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Side Panel Window

Material Aluminum

PSU Wattage No PSU


